


Congratulations US Liberal
Mainstream Media!… You Are
Now Considered More Biased
than Pravda

It took a lot of time, hard work and
treasure but they did it!
Today the US mainstream liberal media is considered more
biased than any other country — including the historic Pravda
news agency!

They beat out Russia’s Pravda, China News and Aljazeera — And
it wasn’t even close!
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The US liberal mainstream media is today considered more
biased than any others! 
FAKE NEWS IS KING IN AMERICA!

It took a year of looking for the elusive Trump-Russia collusion
that really solidified it in the minds of Americans. 
But they did it!

According to the latest Pew Research poll the US media is less
trusted than media in any other country including Russia, China

http://www.pewglobal.org/2018/01/11/publics-globally-want-unbiased-news-coverage-but-are-divided-on-whether-their-news-media-deliver/


and sh*tholes like Haiti.



The Washington Examiner reported:

Americans on both sides of the political aisle believe the media
does a poor job covering political issues fairly, according to a
blockbuster new survey of media consumption in 38 nations.

What’s more, the Pew Research Center’s study found that
supporters of President Trump believe the media is doing a
worse job covering politics than the supporters of any of the
other international political leaders in countries surveyed.

“Large gaps in ratings of the media emerge between governing
party supporters and non-supporters. On the question of
whether their news media cover political issues fairly, for
example, partisan differences appear in 20 of the 38 countries
surveyed. In five countries, the gap is at least 20 percentage
points, with the largest by far in the U.S. at 34 percentage
points,” said Pew.

The survey found that just 21 percent of Americans supportive of
Trump and Republicans believe the media is fair. Some 55
percent of those who don’t back Trump also believe the media is
fairly covering politics in the U.S.

http://www.washingtonexaminer.com/pew-us-media-bias-ranks-worst-in-the-world/article/2645644


In every other case, those numbers are flipped, said Pew.


